(1) for a filter with output at the opposit end of the input.
The reflexion coefficient matrices t. and e2 (2), (3) are expressed in terms of the capacitance matrix C for the coup-led strips and the termination impedance matrices Z and Z, (4).
The vectors V and V2 represent the generator voltages (normally only one) and the voltages across the load impedances. Normally only one output voltage is of interest. The terminating impedances may be chosen to make the filter into a SCTL-or a OCTL-interdigital filter or a combline filter etc. The flow graph representation of the matrix equation (1) for a SCTL interdigital filter is shown in fig.1 , where also the "unfolded' version of the flow graph is shown. This flow graph is simple, because the reflexion coefficient matrices Ei and e2 (2), (3) each only have 2N-1 elements different from 0, and N-I of these are equal to +1 or -I.
In the case of a DIF, the flow graph may be simplified drastically, so that the corresponding digital filter only has N+i multipliers. The digital filter is very simple and has exellent properties, and it may easily be changed into e.g. a lowpass filter.
DESIGN FORMULAS FOR A SCTL-IMTERDIGITAL FILTER:
The flow graph in fig.lb represents a N+2 strip Nth order filter. The two outer strips transforms the impedance level. The condition under which this is true is that the elements P1 11 and P2,NN (N even) in the refexion coefficient matrices are 0.
This corresponds to utilizing one of the well known Huroda identities. With p 11 = 0 and P2 NN = 0 (for N even), the flowgraph may be reduced to the flowgraph shown in fig.2 
p1,32,P2,23 (uB1rel )2/((4'gl + nuBr2e)l) P1,34.P2,43
(8) Brel = 2nuB/w0o . B = the bandwidth.
Observe that except for p1 11 and P2NN it is the product of ref lexion coefficient elements that determine the filter response.
The expressions (2) and (3) give the elements of the reflexion coefficient matrices in terms of the capacitance matrix elements. The resulting very simple design formulas (9) to (15) for SCTL interdigital filters are presented below. (10) ( 1 2) (12) (13) (14) ( 15) The constants k1, k2 .... may in theory be chosen arbitrarily, 
TE OCTL INTERDIGITAL FILTER
The unfolded flow graph for a OCTL filter is shown in fig.3a . Define gl' = g1 -1/(T2g) and g2' g2g1/g1'
ZOOv4C23 = (lIT). k1 *k2 (20) ZO' C33 = k2
Zo-v Cq = k3 (23) etc.
Here presented for N > 4.
A DESIGN EAUPLE.
A 7th order (14th. order in z) 0.5 dB ripple Chebyshev bandpass DIF or a 9 strip SCTL interdigital stripline filter with 50/ relative bandwidth was designed using the design formulas presented above. A 50%'. bandwidth is rather large. Al SCTL interdigital transmission line filter will in fact be impractical with this bandwidth. 
